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Philosophy, Dreaming and the Literary Imagination
In this provocative new examination of the philosophical, moral and religious significance of literature, Michael Weston
explores the role of literature in both analytic and continental traditions. He initiates a dialogue between them and
investigates the growing importance of these issues for major contemporary thinkers. Each chapter explores a philosopher
or literary figure who has written on the relation between literature and the good life, such as Derrida, Kierkegaard,
Murdoch and Blanchot. Challenging and insightful, Philosophy, Literature and the Human Good is ideal for all students of
philosophy and literature.

The Oxford Handbook of Philosophy and Literature
This volume presents eleven new essays that reveal how significant nineteenth-and twentieth-century writers have drawn
from, and in some cases, opposed major trends in philosophy. Essays in this collection deal with Tennyson, Coleridge,
Woolf, Faulkner, De Quincey, Beckett, romance as a genre, the state of contemporary literary theory as shaped by the
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writings of Wittgenstein, Ricoeur and Derrida, and other topics.

John Case and Aristotelianism in Renaissance England
Philosophy as Fiction seeks to account for the peculiar power of philosophical literature by taking as its case study the
paradigmatic generic hybrid of the twentieth century, Marcel Proust's In Search of Lost Time. At once philosophical--in that
it presents claims, and even deploys arguments concerning such traditionally philosophical issues as knowledge, selfdeception, selfhood, love, friendship, and art--and literary, in that its situations are imaginary and its stylization inescapably
prominent, Proust's novel presents us with a conundrum. How should it be read? Can the two discursive structures co-exist,
or must philosophy inevitably undermine literature (by sapping the narrative of its vitality) and literature undermine
philosophy (by placing its claims in the mouth of an often unreliable narrator)? In the case of Proust at least, the result is
greater than the sum of its parts. Not only can a coherent, distinctive philosophical system be extracted from the
Recherche, once the narrator's periodic waywardness is taken into account; not only does a powerfully original style
pervade its every nook, overtly reinforcing some theories and covertly exemplifying others; but aspects of the philosophy
also serve literary ends, contributing more to character than to conceptual framework. What is more, aspects of the
aesthetics serve philosophical ends, enabling a reader to engage in an active manner with an alternative art of living. Unlike
the "essay" Proust might have written, his novel grants us the opportunity to use it as a practice ground for cooperation
among our faculties, for the careful sifting of memories, for the complex procedures involved in self-fashioning, and for the
related art of self-deception. It is only because the narrator's insights do not always add up--a weakness, so long as one
treats the novel as a straightforward treatise--that it can produce its training effect, a feature that turns out to be its
ultimate strength.

Medieval Jewish Philosophy and Its Literary Forms
This concise and affordable anthology is designed for use as a textbook in both undergraduate and graduate courses in
philosophy of language. It aims to provide a core of essential primary sources and may be used either on its own, or in
conjunction with a secondary source.

The Critical Review of Theological & Philosophical Literature
This title investigates literature as a form of attention to human life. Various forms of attention are considered and in each
case, the effort is to track and evaluate how specific modes and works of imaginative literature answer to important needs
of human subjects.
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A Companion to the Philosophy of Literature
Drawing on the fields of psychology, literature, and philosophy, Loneliness in Philosophy, Psychology, and Literature argues
that loneliness has been the universal concern of mankind since the Greek myths and dramas, the dialogues of Plato, and
the treatises of Aristotle. Author Ben Lazare Mijuskovic, whose insights are culled from both his theoretical studies and his
practical experiences, contends that loneliness has constituted a universal theme of Western thought from the Hellenic age
into the contemporary period. In Loneliness in Philosophy, Psychology, and Literature, he shows how man has always felt
alone and that the meaning of man is loneliness. Presenting both a discussion and a philosophical inquiry into the nature of
loneliness, Mijuskovic cites examples from more than one hundred writers on loneliness, including Erich Fromm, Frieda
Fromm-Reichmann, Clark Moustakas, Rollo May, and James Howard in psychology; Thomas Hardy, Joseph Conrad, James
Joyce, Thomas Wolfe and William Golding in literature; and Descartes, Kant, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, and Sartre in
philosophy. Insightful and comprehensive, Loneliness in Philosophy, Psychology, and Literature demonstrates that
loneliness is the basic nature of humans and is an unavoidable condition that all must face. European Review, 21:2 (May,
2013), 309-311. Ben Mijuskovic, Loneliness in Philosophy, Psychology, and Literature (Bloomington, IN: iUniverse. 2012).
Ben Lazare Mijuskovic offers in his book a very different approach to loneliness. According to him, far from being an
occasional or temporary phenomenon, loneliness—or better the fear of loneliness—is the strongest motivational drive in
human beings. He argues that “following the replenishment of air, water, nourishment, and sleep, the most insistent and
immediate necessity is man desire to escape his loneliness,” to avoid the feeling of existential, human isolation” (p xxx).
The Leibnizian image of the monad—as a self-enclosed “windowless” being—gives an acute portrait of this oppressive
prison. To support this thesis, Mijuskovic uses an interdisciplinary approach--philosophy, psychology, and
literature—through which the “picture of man as continually fighting to escape the quasi-solipsistic prison of his frightening
solitude” reverberates. Besides insisting on the primacy of our human concern to struggle with the spectre of loneliness,
Mijuskovic has sought to account for the reasons why this is the case. The core of his argumentation relies on a theory of
consciousness. In Western thought three dominant models can be distinguished: (a) the self-consciousness or reflexive
model; (b) the empirical or behavioral model; and (c) the intentional or phenomenological model. According to the last two
models, it is difficult, if not inconceivable, to understand how loneliness is even possible. Only the theory that attributes a
reflexive nature to the powers of the mind can adequately explain loneliness. The very constitution of our consciousness
determines our confinement. “When a human being successfully ‘reflects’ on his self, reflexively captures his own
intrinsically unique situation, he grasps (self-consciously) the nothingness of his existence as a ‘transcendental
condition’—universal, necessary (a priori—structuring his entire being-in-the-world. This originary level of recognition is the
ground-source for his sensory-cognitive awareness of loneliness” (p. 13). Silvana Mandolesi

Philosophy of Literature
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Philosophy in Literature
Comparative Political Theory and Cross-Cultural Philosophy: Essays in Honor of Hwa Yol Jung explores new forms of
philosophizing in the age of globalization by challenging the conventional border between the East and the West, as well as
the traditional boundaries among different academic disciplines. The essays in this volume examine diverse issues,
encompassing globalization, cosmopolitanism, public philosophy, political ecology, ecocriticism, ethics of encounter, and
aesthetics of caring. They examine the philosophical traditions of phenomenology of Hursserl, Merleau-Ponty, and
Heidegger; the dialogism of Mikhail Bakhtin; the philosophy of mestizaje literature; and Asian philosophical traditions. This
rich comparative and cross-cultural investigation of philosophy and political theory demonstrates the importance of cultural
and cross-cultural understanding in our reading of philosophical texts, exploring how cross-cultural thinking transforms our
understanding of the traditional philosophical paradigm and political theory. This volume honors the scholarship and
philosophy of Hwa Yol Jung, who has been a pioneer in the field of comparative political theory, cross-cultural philosophy,
and interdisciplinary scholarship. In one of his earliest publications, The Crisis of Political Understanding (1979), Jung
described the urgency and necessity of breakthrough in political thinking as a crisis, and he followed up on this issue for his
half century of scholarship by introducing Asian philosophy and political thought to Western scholarship, demonstrating the
possibility of cross-cultural philosophical thinking. In his most recent publications, Jung refers to this possibility as
'transversality' or 'trans(uni)versality,' a concept which should replace the outmoded Eurocentric universality of modernist
philosophy. Jung expounds that in 'transversality,' 'differences are negotiated and compromised rather than effaced and
absorbed into sameness.' This volume is a testimony to the very possibility of transversality in our scholarship and thinking.

New Directions in Philosophy and Literature
Too often the study of philosophical texts is carried out in ways that do not pay significant attention to how the ideas
contained within them are presented, articulated, and developed. This was not always the case. The contributors to this
collected work consider Jewish philosophy in the medieval period, when new genres and forms of written expression were
flourishing in the wake of renewed interest in ancient philosophy. Many medieval Jewish philosophers were highly
accomplished poets, for example, and made conscious efforts to write in a poetic style. This volume turns attention to the
connections that medieval Jewish thinkers made between the literary, the exegetical, the philosophical, and the mystical to
shed light on the creativity and diversity of medieval thought. As they broaden the scope of what counts as medieval Jewish
philosophy, the essays collected here consider questions about how an argument is formed, how text is put into the service
of philosophy, and the social and intellectual environment in which philosophical texts were produced.
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Philosophy of Social Science
Hamlet tells Horatio that there are more things in heaven and earth than are dreamt of in his philosophy. In Double Vision,
philosopher and literary critic Tzachi Zamir argues that there are more things in Hamlet than are dreamt of--or at least
conceded--by most philosophers. Making an original and persuasive case for the philosophical value of literature, Zamir
suggests that certain important philosophical insights can be gained only through literature. But such insights cannot be
reached if literature is deployed merely as an aesthetic sugaring of a conceptual pill. Philosophical knowledge is not
opposed to, but is consonant with, the literariness of literature. By focusing on the experience of reading literature as
literature and not philosophy, Zamir sets a theoretical framework for a philosophically oriented literary criticism that will
appeal both to philosophers and literary critics. Double Vision is concerned with the philosophical understanding induced by
the aesthetic experience of literature. Literary works can function as credible philosophical arguments--not ones in which
claims are conclusively demonstrated, but in which claims are made plausible. Such claims, Zamir argues, are embedded
within an experiential structure that is itself a crucial dimension of knowing. Developing an account of literature's relation to
knowledge, morality, and rhetoric, and advancing philosophical-literary readings of Richard III, Macbeth, Romeo and Juliet,
Othello, Antony and Cleopatra, Hamlet, and King Lear, Zamir shows how his approach can open up familiar texts in
surprising and rewarding ways.

Double Vision
A collection of one man's essays in book form tends to be viewed today with some suspicion, if not hostility, by
philosophical critics. It would seem that the author is guilty of an academic sin of pride: causing or helping to cause
separately conceived articles to surpass their original station and assume a new life, a grander articulation. It can hardly be
denied that the essays which follow must face this sullen charge, for they were composed at different times for different
sorts of audiences and, for the most part, have already been published. Their appearance in a new form will not allay
commonplace criticisms: there are repetitions, certain key terms are defined and defined again in various places, a few
quotations reappear, and, beyond this, the essays are unequal in range, depth, and fundamental intent. But it is what
brings these essays together that constitutes, I trust, their collective merit. Underlying the special arguments that are to be
found in each of the chapters is a particular sense of reality, not a thesis or a theory but rather a way of seeing the world
and of appreciating its texture and design. It is that sense of reality that I should like to speak of here. Philosophy stands in
a paradoxical relationship to mundane ex istence: it is at once its critique and one of its possibilities.

The Edinburgh Encyclopedia of Continental Philosophy
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A provocative examination of the artistic interpretation of twelve of Borges’s most famous stories.

The Visible and the Invisible in the Interplay between Philosophy, Literature and Reality
Literature, like the visual arts, poses its own philosophical problems. While literary theorists have discussed the nature of
literature intensively, analytic philosophers have usually dealt with literary problems either within the general framework of
aesthetics or else in a way that is accessible only to a philosophical audience. The present book is unique in that it
introduces the philosophy of literature from an analytic perspective accessible to both students of literature and students of
philosophy. Specifically, the book addresses: the definition of literature, the distinction between oral and written literature
and the identity of literary works the nature of fiction and our emotional involvement with fictional characters the concept
of imagination and its role in the apprehension of literary works theories of metaphor and postmodernist theory on the
significance of the authors' intentions to the interpretationof their work an examination of the relevance of thruth and
morality to literary appreciation Lucid and well organised and free from jargon, hilosophy of Literature: An Introduction
offers fresh approaches to traditional problems and raises new issues in the philosophy of literature.

Perspectives in the Philosophy of Language
Essays on Heidegger and Others
This perceptive study of John Case, teacher of philosophy at Oxford from the mid-1560s until his death in 1600 and author
of expositions of Aristotle which became standard textbooks of the time, focuses on his intellectual and cultural milieu and
reveals how Case represents the intellectual awakening of Renaissance England.

Isolated Cases
This book pursues a strand in the history of thought – ranging from codified statutes to looser social expectations – that
uses particulars, more specifically examples, to produce norms. Much intellectual history takes ancient Greece as a point of
departure. But the practice of exemplarity is historically rooted firmly in ancient Roman rhetoric, oratory, literature, and law
– genres that also secured its transmission. Their pragmatic approach results in a conceptualization of politics, social
organization, philosophy, and law that is derived from the concrete. It is commonly supposed that, with the shift from premodern to modern ways of thinking – as modern knowledge came to privilege abstraction over exempla, the general over
the particular – exemplarity lost its way. This book reveals the limits of this understanding. Tracing the role of exemplarity
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from Rome through to its influence on the fields of literature, politics, philosophy, psychoanalysis and law, it shows how
Roman exemplarity has subsisted, not only as a figure of thought, but also as an alternative way to organize and to
transmit knowledge.

Philosophy As Fiction
Merleau-Ponty's categories of the visible and the invisible are investigated afresh and with originality in this penetrating
collection of literary and philosophical inquiries. Going beyond the traditional and current references to the mental and the
sensory, mind and body, perceptual content and the abstract ideas conveyed in language, etc., these studies range from
the `hidden spheres of reality', to the play of the visible and the invisible left as traces in works of human genius, the origins
of intellect and language, the real and the imaginary in literature, and the `hidden realities' in the philosophy of the
everyday world. These literary and philosophical probings collectively reveal the role of this disjoined/conjoined pairing in
the ontopoietic establishment of reality, that is, in the manifestation of the logos of life. In tandem they bring to light the
hidden play of the visible and the invisible in the emergence of our vital, societal, intimate, intellectual, and creative
involvements.

Oxford Studies in Experimental Philosophy
Painting Borges
The first fifty volumes of this yearbook of Shakespeare studies are being reissued in paperback.

Romanticism, Literature and Philosophy
This volume first explores the transformation of Chinese Daoism in late imperial period through the writings of prominent
literati scholars of the period. In such a cultural context it then launches an in-depth investigation into the Daoist
dimensions of the Chinese narrative masterpiece, The Story of the Stone: the inscriptions of Quanzhen Daoism in the
infrastructure of its religious framework, the ideological ramifications of the Daoist concepts of chaos, purity, and the
natural, as well as the Daoist images of the gourd, fish, and bird. The author demonstrates in an insightful manner the
central position of Daoist philosophy both in the ideological structure of the Stone and the literati culture that spawns it.

Dialogue and Discovery
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This monumental collection of new and recent essays from an international team of eminent scholars represents the best
contemporary critical thinking relating to both literary and philosophical studies of literature. Helpfully groups essays into
the field's main sub-categories, among them ‘Relations Between Philosophy and Literature’, ‘Emotional Engagement and
the Experience of Reading’, ‘Literature and the Moral Life’, and ‘Literary Language’ Offers a combination of analytical
precision and literary richness Represents an unparalleled work of reference for students and specialists alike, ideal for
course use

Philosophy of Literature
The Cambridge Companion to Greek and Roman Philosophy
This is a much-needed new introduction to a field that has been transformed in recent years by exciting new subjects,
ideas, and methods. It is designed both for students with central interests in philosophy and those planning to concentrate
on the social sciences, and it presupposes no particular background in either domain. From the wide range of topics at the
forefront of debate in philosophy of social science, the editors have chosen those which are representative of the most
important and interesting contemporary work. A team of distinguished experts explore key aspects of the field such as
social ontology (what are the things that social science studies?), objectivity, formal methods, measurement, and causal
inference. Also included are chapters focused on notable subjects of social science research, such as well-being and climate
change. Philosophy of Social Science provides a clear, accessible, and up-to-date guide to this fascinating field.

Exemplarity and Singularity
Experimental philosophy is a new movement that seeks to use experimental techniques to illuminate some of the oldest
issues in philosophy. It is an interdisciplinary field at the intersection of philosophy and psychology. Although the movement
is only a few years old, it has already sparked an explosion of new research, challenging a number of cherished
assumptions in both philosophy and cognitive science. The first volume in this new series includes both theoretical and
experimental chapters as well as chapters that cross disciplines.

The Simpsons and Philosophy
Philosophy of Literature presents six newly-commissioned essays from international scholars that address some of the key
issues relating to the philosophy of literature, a thriving and increasingly influential branch of aesthetics Features a half
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dozen newly commissioned articles from leading scholars in the field of philosophy of literature Focuses on a branch of
aesthetics that has not received the attention it deserves Includes a reading on the historical relationship between
philosophy and literature with recent developments and projections for the future Contributors include Peter Lamarque
(University of York), Peter Kivy (Rutgers University, USA) and Stein Haugom Olsen (University of Bergen, Norway)

Loneliness in Philosophy, Psychology, and Literature
This book examines the Socratic method of elenchus, or refutation. Refutation by its very nature is a conflict, which in the
hands of Plato becomes high drama. The continuing conversation in which it occurs is more a test of character than of
intellect. Dialogue and Discovery shows that, in his conversations, Socrates seeks to define moral qualities--moral
essences--with the goal of improving the soul of the respondent. Ethics underlies epistemology because the discovery of
philosophic truth imposes moral demands on the respondent. The recognition that moral qualities such as honesty,
humility, and courage are necessary to successful inquiry is the key to the understanding of the Socratic paradox that virtue
is knowledge. The dialogues receiving the most emphasis are the Apology, Gorgias, Protagoras, and Meno.

Literature, Philosophy, and the Social Sciences
Philosophy in History
"This book seeks to join the ongoing, interdisciplinary approach to children's literature by means of sustained readings of
individual texts by means of important works in the history of philosophy. Its inclusion of authors from both various
departments--philosophy, literature, religion, and education--and various countries is an attempt to show how traditional
boundaries between disciplines might become more permeable and how philosophy offers important insights to this
interdisciplinary, critical conversation"--provided by publisher.

Philosophy in Children's Literature
Lectures delivered as a series at Johns Hopkins University during 1982-83.

Integrated History and Philosophy of Science
In this book, scholar and author H. P. Rickman considers the entanglement of philosophy and literature, as felt by both
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philosophers and poets alike. Although the two fields are distinct because argumentation is an essential characteristic of
the former, and presentation is vital to the latter, the two disciplines share such features as a distance from practical,
everyday life. They also supplement each other. While philosophers employ such literary devices as dialogue and
metaphors, poets and novelists write about virtue and vice, truth and illusion, the passage of time, the vagaries of human
nature, and the workings of destiny, concepts which all receive helpful illumination in philosophy. Literary theory, a recently
mushroomed discipline, makes claims of being a metatheory of literature, and at times aims to eclipse, at others to
embrace, the field of philosophy. Descriptions of literary theory range from a specialized study of principles grounding
literature and literary criticism to a superdiscipline employing linguistics, psychology, and philosophy itself. However,
accommodation, and even confrontation between philosophy and literary theory, is made difficult by divergent
methodological approaches. Philosophy, unlike literary theory, is committed to unambiguous clarity and logical consistency
and opposed to the obscure neologisms thrown up by some literary theorists.

Philosophical Approaches to Literature
This book explores the intersections between dreaming and the literary imagination, in light of the findings of recent
neurocognitive and empirical research, with the aim to lay a groundwork for an empirically informed aesthetics of
dreaming. Drawing on perspectives from literary theory, philosophy of mind and dream research, this study investigates
dreaming in relation to creativity and waking states of imagination such as writing and reading stories. Exploring the
similarities and differences between the 'language' of dreams and the language of literature, it analyses the strategies
employed by writers to create a sense of dream in literary fiction as well as the genres most conducive to this endeavour.
The book closes with three case studies focusing on texts by Kazuo Ishiguro, Clare Boylan and John Banville to illustrate the
diverse ways in which writers achieve to 'translate' the experience and 'language' of the dream.

Shakespeare Survey
Highlighting literature and philosophy's potential impact on economics, health care, bioethics, public policy and theology,
this book analyses the heuristic value of fiction. It alerts us to how we risk succumbing to the deceptions of fiction in our
everyday lives, because fictional representations constantly feign to be of the real and claim a reality of their own.
Philosophy and literature disclose how the substantive sphere of social, economic and medical practice is sometimes driven
and shaped by the affect-ridden and subjective. Analysing a wide range of literature-from Augustine, Shakespeare, Spinoza
and Deleuze to Kafka, Sylvia Plath, Philip Roth, W. G. Sebald and Jonathan Littell-Michael Mack rethinks ethical attitudes
towards the long or eternal life. In so doing he shows how philosophy and literature turn representation against itself to
expose the hollowness of theologically grand concepts that govern our secular approach towards ethics, economics and
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medicine. Philosophy and literature help us resist our current infatuation with numbers and the numerical and contribute
towards a future politics that is at once singular and diverse.

Literature and Philosophy
The second volume of Richard Rorty's collected papers discusses recent European philosophy focusing on the work of
Heidegger and Derrida.

The Tradition of the Goddess Fortuna in Medieval Philosophy and Literature
This book features papers on the history and philosophy of science. It also includes related reviews of recent research
literature on Rudolf Carnap, Eino Kaila, Ernst Mach, and Otto Neurath. The central idea behind this volume is that this
distinctive field is both historical and philosophical at the same time. Good history and philosophy of science is not just
history of science into which some philosophy of science may enter. On the other hand, it is neither philosophy of science
into which some history of science may enter. The founding insight of this modern research discipline is that history and
philosophy have a special affinity and one can effectively advance both simultaneously. The selection of contributions
collected in this volume are good examples and best practices for these claims. In addition, it includes illuminating case
studies. It will appeal to scholars in the history of and philosophy of science, especially history and philosophy of physics
and biology, as well as economics, extended evolution, and the history of knowledge.

Comparative Political Theory and Cross-Cultural Philosophy
First Published in 1999. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

Philosophy and Literature in Times of Crisis
Philosophy, Literature and the Human Good
The literature of the romantic period has consistently been seen as the source of modern concepts of the individual. Nancy
Yousef maintains, however, that the dominant account of the self in romanticism is in need of profound revision. While
individuals presented in central texts of the period are indeed often alone or separated from others, Yousef regards this
isolation as a problem the texts attempt to illuminate, rather than a condition they construct as normative or desirable. As
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her argument moves from the eighteenth to the nineteenth century, through both philosophical and literary writing, her
book offers a new account of autonomy and of the complex romantic inheritance of enlightenment preoccupations with the
origins of human association and the course of human development. In her richly interdisciplinary book, Nancy Yousef
addresses the emergence of autonomy, demonstrating that the ideal was beset from its beginnings by profound concerns
over the possibilities and grounds of human relations and interdependence. Isolated Cases draws attention to the strain of
intersubjective anxieties and longings hidden within representations of the individual as self-sufficient and self-defining.
Among the writers and thinkers Yousef treats at length are John Locke, John Stuart Mill, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Mary
Shelley, and William Wordsworth.

Academic Writing, Philosophy and Genre
A highly original and well researched monograph covering Romanticism and philosophy, focusing particularly on aesthetics
and reason, now available in paperback.

The Truth-seeker in philosophy, literature, and religion, ed. by F.R. Lees and G.S. Phillips.
[Continued as] The Truth-seeker and present age
This book investigates how philosophical texts display a variety of literary forms and explores philosophical writing and the
relation of philosophy to literature and reading. Discusses the many different philosophical genres that have developed,
among them letters, the treatise, the confession, the meditation, the allegory, the essay, the soliloquy, the symposium, the
consolation, the commentary, the disputation, and the dialogue Shows how these forms of philosophy have conditioned and
become the basis of academic writing (and assessment) within both the university and higher education more generally
Explores questions of philosophical writing and the relation of philosophy to literature and reading

Daoist Philosophy and Literati Writings in Late Imperial China
The author plumbs the depths of America's favorite animated family for insights into philosophy and society, discussing
Aristotle, Marx, Camus, Sartre, and many others.
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